CRIME INFORMATIONAL
ROBBERY

On February 12, 2016 at about 9:45 p.m. an affiliate was the victim of a strong arm robbery in the vicinity of W. 122 St. between Broadway and Amsterdam Ave. The victim was walking into her apartment building when an individual approached her and demanded her property. The perpetrator fled north on Amsterdam Ave. following the robbery. The victim supplied the following description to the police:
Male/ Black/ Light Complexion/50yrs/ Medium Build/5’7”-5’10”/ Black and white goatee/ missing several teeth/ wearing a navy blue jacket with a hoodie and dark pants.

If you have any information about this crime, contact the 26 Pct. Detective Unit at 212-678-1351 or Public Safety at 212-854-2797.

Remember to remain aware of your surroundings when traveling alone and to report any suspicious persons or activity to the police by calling 911.
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